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STATUS REPORT
Task #41 is composed of two parts: (1) analysis and design studies related to
the NAS Extended Operating Configuration (EOC), and (2) Computational
Chemistry.
During the first half of 1987, Dr. Levin served as a member of an advanced
system planning team to establish the requirements, goals and principal
technical characteristics of the NAS EOC. As a result of earlier studies in this
area, he presented a paper entitled, "Scaling of Data Communications for an
Advanced Supercomputer Network," at the Third International Conference on
Data Communications Systems and their Performance, in Rio de Janeiro (June
22-25). The paper was published in the Proceedings of that conference.
A major milestone was reached in a study being conducted by Dr. Levin of
RIACS, together with Dr. Partridge and Dr. Stallcop of NASA/Ames. The high
temperature transport properties (such as, viscosity, thermal conductivity, etc.)
of the major constituents of air (Oxygen, Nitrogen) were correctly determined
for the first time. The results of prior ab initio computer solutions of the
Schrdoedinger equation were combined with the best available experimental
data, to obtain complete interaction potentials for both neutral and ion-atom
collision partners. These potentials were then used in a computer program
developed by Dr. Levin to evaluate the collision cross-sections from which the
transport properties could be determined. The results are contained in a paper
entitled, "High Temperature Transport Properties of Air," by Levin, Partridge
and Stallcop, which was presented by Levin at the Twenty-Second AIAA
Thermophysics Conference in Honolulu (June 8-10). These results are of
importance for the Advanced Orbital Test Vehicle (AOTV) and the Bational
AeroSpace Plane (NASP).
PAPERS PUBLISHED
Eugene Levin, "Scaling of Data Communications for an Advanced Supercom-
puter Network," Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Data
Communications Systemsand Their Performance, June 22-25, 1987.
Levin, Partridge and Stallcop, "High Temperature Transport Properties of Air,"
presented at the Twenty-Second AIAA Thermophysics Conference, June 8-10,
1987.
SCALING OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS
ADVANCED SUPERCOMPUTER NETWORK
FOR. AN
E. Levin*
Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science
NASA Ames Research Center, Mail Stop 230-5
Moffett Field, California 94035, USA
C. K. Eaton and Bruce Young
General Electric Western Systems
4041 N. First St., San Jose, California 95134, USA
The goal of NASA's Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS} Program is to
provide a powerful computational environment for advanced research and
development in aeronautics and related disciplines. The present NAS system
consists of a Cray 2 supercomputer connected by a data network to a large
mass storage system, to sophisticated local graphics workstations and by remote
communications to researchers throughout the United States. The program
plan is to continue acquiring the most powerful supercomputers as they become
available. This paper describes the implications of a projected 20-fold increase
in processing power on the dala communications requirements.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Program was initiated by NASA to
establish a national resource for advanced research and development in aeronautics and
related disciplines. To achieve this goal the NAS Program is to, "act as the pathfinder
in advanced, large-scale computer system capability..." [1,2.3,4]. The first major mile-
stone has been achieved and the initial configuration (Figure 1) is now operational at
the NASA Ames Research Center. The centerpiece is a Cray 2 supercomputer with 256
million (64-bit) words of memory and a sustained performance rated at 250 MFLOPS
(250 Million FLoating-point OPerations per Second) as measured on benchmark tests
for optimized large-scale computational aerodynamic codes.
The need for much more powerflll processors can be seen from Figure 2 [1, 2, 3] which
depicts the estimated speed and memory requirements for various approximations to the
governing equations and three levels of geometric complexity; an airfoil, a wing and a
complete aircraft. Note, for example, that if viscosity effects are included by using the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, a three dimensional solution for a wing
requires about 100 times the computing speed of a comparable inviscid solution and
only now has it become feasible to perform highly repetitive design optimization studies
for such cases. Furthermore, if still more realistic large eddy effects are considered, a
further factor of about 1000 is required for runs of the same duration. Finally, Figure 2
indicates that (with 1985 algorithms), a single 15 minute run including large eddy
effects for a complete aircraft would require computer speed in excess of 101_0 floating
point operations per second and a random access memory of about 1011 bytes!
* Work supported in part by Cooperative Agreement NCC 2-387 from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to Universities Space Research Association.
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In consideration of these computational needs, the NAS Program plan is to continue to
acquire the most powerful superconlputers as they become available. By 1988 it is anti-
cit,at('d alight a "<m(' (/igaFL()PS" computer with 4 t.im(,.s lll(' ._l._:,:';_,:/_i'('(".! c,7 _ _:ra)" 2
will be obtained and by 1990 an additional supercomputer with 16 times the sustained
(:ray 2 speed (4 GigaFLOPS, i.e., 4000 MFLOPS) will be added. To assure that this
increased power can be fully utilized, it is essential to examine the total supporting
system-level infrastructure. In l)articular, it is critical to provide sufficient capacity for
the very large data files characteristic of fluid dynamics computations and to stale the
bandwidth of the communication systems to handle tile increased traffic.
2. RELATED WORK
Several authors have recently considered the "balances" nee(h'd between COml)uter
sI)ccd, storage requirements and data con_unications. Kung [5] presents a model of
balanced comi)utcr architectures for l)articular classes of computation; however his work
is primarily concerned with the characteristics of tile processor itself and not the total
environment. The same limitation is true (,f "hn_dahl's rules of thumb" (see [13]) which
Worlton [6] states in the form, "One byte of main memory is r(,quire(t t.o support each
instruction per secon(1," and, "One bit of I/O is required to support each instruction per
SCcoDd."
Thorn(ly!:e [7] does consider the support environment for the ETA-10 supercomputer
and views the mass storage sul)system as part of a memory hierarchy consisting of cen-
tral i)roeessor memory, share(1 memory, local disks, an(1 mass storage. He concludes
that the capacity ratios l)etween each level of this hierarchy should increase by a factor
of 16:1. Hc also l)roposes thnt data comnmnication rates be inalclwd to disk transfer
rates of 10 M(,gal)ytcs/sec. Ewa]d and Worlton [8] not(' _hat the Cray XMP/48 also
exhibits a 16:1 r_,tio l)etw('en local "disk" storage (Solid St_t(' Disk, in this case) and
main menlory. Furth('rmore, llwy n(,te that historically th(' r(,quir('xn('nts at all levels of
the storage hi(,rarchy have ]_('('n r()ugh]y l_r()l)ortiona] to th(' Sl)('('(l of the COnll)uter. For
fltture scaling, they prol)ose that on-line clink capncity re(luir('m('nts should grow at
al)out 2/3 of the I)erf(_rl_Jance growth of the suI)erconllmter and that transfer rates be
increased to achieve a balanced system.
The 1986 work of Wallgr('n [9] uses similar tlleoretical scaling laws t,ased on past and
current experience to project the supporting environment n(,e(l('d for future SUl)crcom-
put, ers. Itis primary focus is on storage and not on data communications re(luiremcnts.
He correctly notes that the results are_ dependent on the assumed system architecture
and on the usage profile'. Wallgren's extrapolations ext(,nd over more than a decade in
time and a factor of as much as 1() 4 increase in sut)ercoml)uter Sl)('e(1.
3. SCOPE
The I)resent study examines the impact on the data communications of a 2O-fold
increase in COml)ut.(w speed ov(,r a 3-,1 year time period and specifically assumes an archi-
tecture (Figure 3) which is structurnlly the same as the existing initial operating confi-
guration of Figure 1. Furthermore, the user population is w('ll (lcfined since the NAS
Program is not a general I)urI)ose sci(,ntific ('omI)uting c(,nter but is devoted specifically
to aeronautics stu(lics and aiq)lications; the program t)lan calls for some 90% of the
total time to be used for computational fluid dynamics and aerodynamics. This permit-
ted a detailed workload model to be develol)cd.
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4. ANALYSIS ()F DATA ('_()MMUNI(?ATIONS
The 1990 system arc]litecture shown in Figure 3 consists of a primary high speed (lata
network between two Sul_ercoml)ut, ers and a central mass st()rage system; a secondary
network for conmlunication }Jt'/.ween local workstations and the remaining subsystems;
and a remote conmlunication subsystem. The primary focus ()f the stu(ty was to deter-
mine the requirelnents for t.he "})ackl)one" high speed (la.ta n(q work .for the movement of
large files (typically from 5-80 million words) to and from the high speed I)roccssors.
The remote communication sul)systt,m and the local area network serving the worksta-
tions are also sche(tuh,(t for upgrade, however their sizing was determined 1)y factors
other than the spee(t of the sllt)ercoml)uter(s ).
4.1. REMOTE COMMtINICATIONS
The NAS remote communi(:alions system currently SUl)l)orts Arl)anet/Milnet, NFSnet,
NASnet, and the NASA-wide Program Support Communication Network (PSCN).
Access to the NAS network from remote sites is shown in Figure 4. Vitalink bridges
manage thc inter-network connecti(m and monitor all traffic on the ethernet local area
network passing only those m('ssag, es that have remote (h'_stimttion addresses to the
al)l)rol)riatc Vitalink unit.
Both terrestrial links (at 56 and 244 l(ilol,its/sec) as w,'ll as satellite TI links (at 1.544
megabits/sec to the NASA cexlt.ers) arc t)rovi(led. At t)res('nt, over 20 remote sites (with
approximately i00 users) have b(,en activated an(t additional sites will l)e added to
exI)and the user community.
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Tile long term goal is to provide equivalent services to both local and renrote NAS users.
T_li._ _t,.iorti_'e is r.,_Tl_traitle(] by technology and fun(lin_ limitations, lrp_rade to T2
r_tes (6.2 megabit.,_/s(,c) for sehrcted NASA centers is plam,ed during th(. i'.,55/I_._$9
time period. Additional improvements under investigation include implementing class
of service protocols (such ,as distinguishing bulk file transfers from interactive traffic)
and techniques for reducing tile volume of remote data communications (such a._ remote
block editors and distributed graphics services).
4.2 LOCAL WORKSTATI()N COMMIJNICATI()NS
The t)rillciI)al local users access fhe NAS system through l)OWq,rfill graphics workstations
(Silicon (;ral)hics 25(10 Turbos). Th(' workstation is an essential element of the system
to permit graphical analysis and interpretation of the extremely large output files gen-
erated by comi)ut_ltional fluid dynamics batch t)rogr;ims. It also enal)les the user to
work interactively with the SUl)(,rcoml)utc-_. For example, a _.ser may designate loca-
tions in the vicinity of an aerodynamic surface on his display, the flow patterns
representing t)articlc trac(_ from those locations are computed on the supercomputcr
and the results returned to the user's display. The data comnmnications services to the
workstation must lie sufficient to enable the user to make maximum use of both the
batch and interactive workstation/supercomputer cat)abilities.
There are three modes in which graphics can be (lisl)laycd at tlte workstation. It is t,os-
siblc to send down the solution files (or large subsets of these files) for computation and
display at the local workst;_tion. Although the workstation has the processing power
coIJq)arable to a Vax 11/780 ;tad the Sl)(,ci_ll t)url)ose grr_l)hics hardware (,xpcditcs the
generation nnd traHsformation of vectors and l)olygons, there are many limitations to
this mo(lc of Ol)eration i,cluding the I/O l)an(twi(tth of the workstation and limitations
of main memory a11(l'(lisk Sl)_lce. The l)r('f('rred too(los use the sut_ercomt)utcr for the
COml)utation_,lly iJlt(,nsive tasks and send down ('ithcr dist)lay lists ox l)ixel data to the
workstation. Both modes m_ly 1)<, us(,d, however with the curr(,nt workstations it is diM-
cult to use the l)ix('l rood(, of illt('ra('tion ('ff('ctively. Future workstation upgrades will
alleviate this limitr_tion and the 1990 model assumes that both the display list tootle and
the pi×cl mode of i_tteraction will be used ('xt('nsively.
Based on the above (lescril)tion of Ol)crational use, tile data communications require-
ments to the workstation art' l_rim;_rily siz('d according to the gral)hics needs of the user
and the I_rojected c_l)_bilities of future workstatio_s. The l)resent cffcclfi,c rate of
at)l)roximat(qy 2 M('g_l_its per st'toad is _l)l)ropriate for the curre_l), workstation rccciv-
ing display lists (tyl)i(-;_lly 2.6 M('g_'_)its in size) from the supercomputcr since the
tr;t_smission time (1.3 seconds at 2 hI('g_t)its 1)(;r second) is only a fraction of the time
needed for the workstation Io g(,n('rate the display (;_l)l)roxi_,mtcly 5 seconds). Soine
ret_rcsentative (lisplay C;_l)_,lfiliti(,s at 8 Megal)its i)er second (the minimum planned for
1990) arc shown in Tal)le I. For ('x_ml)lc, a mi_ffm_d l,ixci file of 8 Megabits (display
resolution of 1,000 x 1,000 with 8 1)its/pixcl fl)r simple color and shading) can be
transmitted in 1 s('cond and the time for the workstation to g('ncrate a display from
such a fiic is negligible. A very high quality i)ixel file of 96 lklegabits would require 12
seconds of transmission time but this would typically 1)c used for l)res('ntation quality
graI)hics only. (For COml)arison, the data rate nee(l(,d to SUl)I)ort r(,al time, interactive,
color graphics with anima.tion at 30 frames/see, would bc about 800 m(,gabits/scc. The
NAS Program is funding a i_rototyl)e of such a bus and rousidcring t)rototyI)ing an
advanced graphics workstation with a massive frame buff(,r ;_nd very high re_lution,
however this is not included in the 1990 system model.)
Table I. Display of Color Images
Type of Output Time for
from Supercomputer Typical Channel Time Workstation to
to Workstation. File Size @ 8 Mbps Generate Display
Current Workstation
(8000 Polygons, includes Hidden Surface Removal, Flat Shading)
Solution File
Display List
400 Megabits
(near storage
limit)
2.6 Megabits
30 seconds
0.3 seconds
---25 seconds
= 5 seconds
(= 1 second if no
hidden surface
removal)
Future Workstation
Minimal Pixel File 8 Megabits 1 second << 1 second
(lk x l k x 8 bits)
Fully Rendered,
Very High Quality,
Pixel File
96 Megabits
(2k x 2k pixels
24 bits/pixel)
12 seconds << 1 second
4.3. IIIGI] SPEED"BA(',I(B()NE" (;()MM[INI(;ATI()NS
The high speed (lata commuldcalion requirements w(,r(' d(,riv(,d by analysis of a model of
tim eXl)e(:ted workload and clw('k(,d using a disrrcte simulati()ll l)rogram. The workload
too(tel assumed (.hat the l,r()crssing l)ower of 5 (_igaflol)s aw_ilal)le from the two 1990
high st)ee(1 SUl)(;r(:oml)ut(,rs (Figure 3) was fully utilized. A (h,taih,d profile (for compu-
tational fluid (lynaluics) of types of user tasks and ('Xl)('rt('d fr('(lu('ncics had been
(leveh)l)ed over a six year time l)(,rio(l and was Ul)(tated in 1986 to reflect current algo-
rithms, l)rojecte(1 incr(,a._(,(1 int('ra('tivc usage and substantially increased use of graphics
[10, 11, 12].
The model contained ov(,r two hundred l)arameters including: numbers and types of
local and remote users, number of host proccssors, l)roto('ol (lelays, amount of disk
storage attached to the SUl_(,r('omi)uters , distribution of i)atrh and interactive work, fre-
(lUency of task execution, l)robal)ility of abortive runs, etc. Scripts were dcvelol)ed to
rel)resent characteristic (h,lays asso('iat(,(l with "think time" to Sel)aratc user-initiated
s('(lU('ntial l_rocesses. These asyn('lir()nous l_rocesses compete for system resourccs. The
high si)ced data communi(-atioJls Cal)al)ility was initially taken as unl)oun(h'd and the
workload was progressively ilwr(,as(,(l until the full cat)al)ility of the Sul_ercomputcrs was
saturated.
A simplified listing of the cla._._es of work initiated by _he users is summarized in Table
2. The principal execution runs r(,l_resexlt various types of nulueri(:al aerodynamic simu-
lations used to solvc fluid flow l)rol)lems. Thesc gcnerally involved repeated iterations of
difference equations over a thr(w-(limensional grid which was assumed to consist of one
million grid points. The simple steady state design simulations used an invi_id poten-
zial _:1l,_ r<'quirrd al)l)roximat<,ly 2(I,000 calculations t,_,r _ri,'. i,<,ixlz <)f :,,,-:_lt file. T]_(,
more complex steady state design simulations used the Reynohls-Averagcd form of the
Navier-Stokes equations and required aI)proximately 600,000 calculations per grid point.
The comparable unsteady solutions typically required over 4 millio_ computations per
grid point. The "model day" inclu(tcd 73 hour-long rmls of this computation, each
requiring 1.0 GigaFLOPS of sustained processing i)ower. From Table 2 it is evident
that this tel)resented the dominant loa(l on the supercoml)uters.
Table 2. Estimated Processor Load of User Initiated Runs
TASK
CODE & PARAMETER PREPARATION
PATCH GENERATION -x
GRID GENERATION
METHOD AND CODE DEVELOPMENT
SIMPLE STEADY STATE DESIGN SIMULATIONS
COMPLEX STEADY STATE DESIGN SIMULATIONS
COMPLEX UNSTEADY STATE DESIGN SIMULATIONS
FLUID RESEARCH LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS
RESULT EDITING & VIEWING
DOCUMENT PREPARATION & USER COMMUNICATIONS
TOTAL
GFLOP/DAY
66
43
96
13,003
5,732
31,834
250,_78
53,472
17,465
31
372,719
In order to relate the COml)uta(iona] h)ads to network traffic, a Workh)a(1 Data Base
was constructed which contained detaih,d estilnales of (he .sizes of the various
input/outl)ut fih,s for coch /ask and a mo(h,! of how they would ])(, utilized. This pro-
vided a means for determining the specific files generated and (h(,ir movement across the
network. For example, Tal)le 3 shows the network traffic load fl)r the dominant
Illlstea(ly Design Simulation task.
Table 3. Network Load for Unsteady Design Simulations
MB/day
SourcesDestinati
MASS
STORAGE
LONG-HAUL
COMMUNICATIONS
WORK-
STATIONS
HIGH SPEED
PROCESSORS
TOTAL
MASS
STORAGE
0.2
0.1
1,555
1,555
HIGH SPEED
PROCESSORS
4,428
2,048
1,810
8,286
TOTAL
4,428
2,048
1,810
1,555
9,841
OAI_,N,/r_.. PAGE
OF PoO_ qtl/u.rr_,
The source of most of tile data communications load coxnes from tile output of large
files from the the high speed processors to their local disks and tile sub,¢,eqlmat move-
m('nt of these files betwe(,n the supercomputers a Jld the c(,itt.ral mass storage system.
Figure 5 shows the results of the Inodel study for this traffic. There is a predicted net
accumulation on the local disks of 42 Gigabytes per day which inust be moved (by
system-managed file migration) to the central mass storage system so that the super-
computers' disk space will be availahle for current work. The two supercomputers of the
1990 system were modelled with a total of 400 Gigabytes of local storage. Since more
than half the available 400 Gigal)ytes is needed for current working space each day, the
average age of files l)efore automatic migration to central storage was found to be about
3.5 (lays. This additional load (of automatic migration) on the (lalla commun_ations
can, however, be distril)uted over the periods of lightest user activity. Typically the
nighttiine workload consists of large batch jobs with little interactive traffic. Under
thcse conditions the supercoml)uters are fidly saturated but the network is only lightly
loaded. -_
Note: Supercomputer Disks
Daily Net Accumulation = 42 GB
Data Created on HSPs
165 GB/Day
Deleted or
Replaced Local
120 GB/Day Disks
Figure 5. Daily File Activity
Figure 6 summarizes the major result of the study and illustrates both the hourly distri-
bution of traffic as well as the average daily traffic including migration. To avoid signi-
ficant queueing delays during times of peak activity, and to handle periodic bursts
within an hour efficiently, the 1)an(lwi(lth for the 1990 syst,(,m should be sized well in
excess of the peak rates shown on Figurc 6. The design value recommended was 100
megabits per secon(l [14]. This was regarded as a reasonable requirement in view of pro-
jectcd technological advances.
Mbps
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
'--- Hourly Traffic _ Automatic Migration
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
Hour of Day
Figure 6. Data Transfer Rates
5. CRITIQUE OF RESULTS
All essential (but often neglected) step in studies of this type is to estimate the sensi-
tivity of the results to the assumt)tions inh('rent ill the mo(h'l. The succeeding sections
provi(le estimates of the ('fleets of some of the major assumptions on the l)rojccted data
communications requircmcnt.
5.1. USE OF (_'RAPIIICS
The need for soi)histicated graphics to analyze the very large data files typical of com-
putational fluid dynamics is unquestioned and a significant allowance for this type of
processing was inchl(h,(1 in the model. IIowever, this was a I)rojection and might not
corresI)on(t to the actual fnturc usage. Among ot|lcr factors it. is dCl)endent on the capa-
bilities of future workstations.
The model I)rovi(h,d a 1)rcak(h)wn into various types of output. The (hree l)rincipal
classes create(l were raw soluti()n results, graphics (lisl_lay lists and l)ixel files. It was
found that a very useful measure for scaling (lata communications wit.h processing
power was the ratio of bytes of output to MFLOPs (millions of floating point opera-
tions) required to generate that output. This ch_lraclerislic output r_ltio will be desig-
nated f/m with units of Bytes/l_lFLOP. The importance of this l)ai'ameter is that if the
o,ly (h;viation from thc'assum(,(t model is l)roccssing power, the results can (within rea-
sonable limits) l)e scaled ilir(,('tly. Furthermore, if the mix of classes of output varies, it
is I)ossible to estimate the ('ff('ct on this critical parameter and hence (within modest
bounds) on the final results.
Over the (listril)ution and frequency of tasks initiated l)y users, the model showed that
raw result files (including (h,bug runs) were found to generate flM=130 B/M (Bytes per
MFLOP). In contrast, the generation of graphics (lisi)lay lists generate /3M_8,000 B/M
and t)ixel files generate f/M_5000 B/M. In the model, 5% of the total available I)rocess-
ing power (FLOPs) was devoted to gral)hics. ApI)roximately 75% of the graphics
FLOPs w(:re utilized fi)r l)ixel files, however much more processing is required for pixel
files. Hence, this distribution corresi)on(|e(1 to a pt)roximately three graphics (tisplhy lists
for each pix(,l file l_rodu(.(,(1. Sine(, the sut,(,rconqJuter l_()wer ()f the 1990 model system
was sized at 5 GFLOPS, the 5% utilized for graphics corresponds to 250 MFLOPS,
equivalent to the total sustnined processing caI)ability of the 4 CPU's of a CRAY 2!
For the assumed usage (list ril)ution, the overall value of the characteristic output ratio
for the 1990 Inodcl was found to be /iMP400 Bytes/Mflop. Figure 7 shows the variation
in this parameter with C]l;ing('s in the relative amount ;in(l tyl,(, of graphics usage. The
abscissa r(,i)r(:sents the l_rol)ortion of processing power used for graphics processing
(both display list and pix(,] (lat;t) ;ind the one-l)aranlet(,r family of lines r('prcscnts vari-
ous Inixcs of t)ixcl out, t)ut-and display list output. The reference I/oint corresponding to
the model is markc(l. As an ex;iml)le, tile calculation of tile design point (using the data
values of the paragraph above) is shown below:
.-%
0.95(130) + o.o5[o.75(5o0o)+ 0.25(8000)]=411 I3ytes/Mflop.
It may be noted that increased use of pixel data relative to display list ontt)ut has a sig-
nificant effect in reducing t_'M- Display list outl)ut with a tim of 8,000 B/M (compared
with t)ixel file output with a //,x! of 5000) utilizes less sut)ercoml)uter l)rocessing power
but places a greater load on the (lath communications (and on the workstations).
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Figure 7. Influence of graphics processing
5.2. TI1EIJSERPROF1LE
Tll(, v,'()r;:;()_,,(l mod(,l was si)(,('ifically (h'sign,'d for _()l\'i_l_4 l)r()td('m-i, ,_(mq,_tati()llaI
i]uid dynamics. Table 4 smnmarizes a 1986 study of major users of sul_rcomputers at
the NASA Ames Research Center. The first two columns rel)resent supercomputcrs of
the Ames Central Comtmting Facility and only the Cray 2 is a NAS supereomputcr.
Furthermore, the sampling I)('riod shown in Table 4 occurred short_ after the Cray 2
was initially installed, in a i)re-operational time t)eriod, and doe_ not represent the
intended operational distribution of users. Nevertheh'ss, it al)l)('ar('d that computational
chemistry utilized large am(rants of SUl)ercoml)ut(,r time and might rel)resc, t a fllture
NAS system user that was not r('flected in the workload model.
Table 4. Ames Vector Processor Utilization
Percentage of User Time by Organization
USERS
Remote
Advanced
Aerodynamics Concepts
Applied
Computational Fluids
Experimental
Fluid Dynamics
Computational
Fluid Dynamics
Computational Chemistry
TOTAL
CYBER
205
FY 85
0.1%
0.7 %
25.0 %
67.9 %
93.7 %
CRAY
X-MP 48
3/86-10/86
7.1%
24.1%
6.1%
24.1%
16.0 %
77.4 %
CRAY
2
3/86-I0/86
36.8 %
7.0 %
13.8 %
19.2 %
76.8 %
Much of the current work in COml)utational chemistry at NASA Ames Research Center
is devoted to determining the eh,ctron density distribution of molecular structures by
solving the Schroedinger (,(lnation. The methods used involve evaluation of many
multi-dimensional intt,grals and manilmlation of very large nlatrices to fiIl(1 eigenvectors
and eigenvalues. These met]lt_(ls are quite different than those used in computational
aerodynamics studies. Ilence the outlmt of such runs might l)r0duce larger or smaller
files than those used in the model.
(:onse(ln(:ntly, a study was nmd(, of the (:haracter of the ()nt, t)ut files generated by these
SUlWXCOnqmter users. The results are shown in Figure 8 in terms of the I)arameter tiM.
The 1)rediction of thc 199(} model study is shown for comi)arison. Thc charact(:ristic
output of comI)utational chemistry was flmn(t to be c(mq)arablc to the major COml)nta-
tional aerodynamics users. Iience, even if coml)utational chemistry were in the futureto
become a significant conq)on('nt in the mix of NAS users, it was concluded that this
would not invalidatc thc results.
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Figure 8. Comparison of Current Usage
and 1990 Model
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It is also of consi(h, rable interest to note the relationshil) of the l_re¢licted 1990 usage
compared to actual 1986 usage. It is not surprising that tile predicted value of tiM
(_400 Bytes/MFLOP) is almost twice the 1986 measured values in Figure 8 since exten-
sive use of graphics was just beginning. Figure 7 confirms that increased graphics use
results in an increase in tiM.
5.3. AMOUNT ()F L()CA L DISK ST()RA(;E
Locality of files increases the hit rate and reduces the volume of data traffic (see [15]).
If local storage were unlimited, there would be no need to move files to a central storage
facility. If files could I)e maintained local to the sul)('rcoml)uters for about 10 clays (two
working weeks) instead of 3.5 (lays, it. was estimated that the recall load would be
re(luced from 20 Gigal)yte.s per day to less than 10 Gigabyt(,s per day. Aging would
also increase the. number of fib's deleted and decrease the amount of manual migration
shown in Figure 5. All of these effects decrease the traffic on the network. It was
estimated that increasiJ_g, th(, local disk storagc 1)y an additional 250 Gigabytcs could
reduce the traffic between the sui_(,rcomlntters and central storage by 30-50%.
5.4. OTHER CONSIDI!;RATI()NS
The model assumed a l.yl)ical grid sizc of l0 _; l)oints. In(:reasing the geometrical refine-
ment by using more grid points does not have any affect on tiM l)rovided the COml)uta-
tions nccded per grid point remain constant. Howcver, in many cases not all the final
data needs to be saved. The. finer grid not only yiehls results at more sl)atiai locations
but also permits a more accurate al)proximation to thc differentia] equation. It is often
only necessary to save the results on a much coarser grid (excel)t for critical regions of
interest) and recomi)ute the interior l)oints if needed. For exaint)le , saving every fourth
grid point in each d'imension would reduce the output 1)y a factor of 64. Similarly, it
may not always be necessary to save 64-bits of l)rccision in the OUtl)ut data.
Tile realism of tile physics was discussedbriefly in connection with Figure 2 where it
was noted that solving tile more complex equations such as large eddy simulation
involved an cn()rmou._ incrca._e in t,hc llunl],cr of <'OUll_Utalitms. There would certainly
not be a proi)ortionate incr('ase in the output, hence the trend towards removing the
approximations would result in a sharp decrease in the ratio f/M and alleviate the data
communications load. This was a factor in the 1990 model and will become increasingly
significant as more powcrfld sul)crcomputcrs become available.
It, was assumed that the algorithms used in the 1990 time frame would I)e the same as
those presently known or ii_ use. This is quite unlikely since algorithm development is a
fertile, on-going activity. Prior trends have been in the direction of progressively
(lccreasing _/M, but it is inll)Ossil)lc to predict the implications of ml(liscovered algo-
rithms. If thcre is a radical change from deterministic aI)proaches to statistkal tech-
niques (for example, gas lattice automata mctho(ls, [16]) this would clearly require much
more comi)utational effort without a corrcsl)onding increase in outi)ut , resulting in a
sharp decrease in tiM.
6. SUMMARY
The results of an analysis of the 1990 "backl)one" data communications requirements
for the advanced Nmncrical A('ro(lynamic Simulation Program showed that the expected
workload required an effective l)andwi(lth of 100 mcgabits I)cr second.
A critical cxaminntion of the various assumptions inherent in tim mode] indicated that
100 MbI)s was a safe, conscrvativc result.
Among the most s(msitivc asSUml)tions was the l)rojcctcd amount and type of interac-
tive graphics cxt)ectc(t to be used.
Increasing the amount of disk storagc local to the SUl)crcomtmtcrs wou](t result in a sig-
nificant dccrcase in the data communications rcquir('mcnts.
The characteristic output ratio /?M (r('l)rcscnting a measure of 1)yt(,s of output relative to
mcgaFLOPs of processing) ma(lc it possible to estimate the cff('cts of (modest) varia-
tions in the model assuml)tions (m the data communications requirements.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a general computer code to allow calculation of atom-atom and
ion-atom transport collision integrals from accurate potential energy curves described
by a set of discrete data points (e.g., RKR turning points and energies derived from
molecular structure computations) for a broad range of scattering conditions. This
code is based upon semiclassical approximations that properly account for quantum
mechanical behavior such as tunneling effects near a barrier maximum, resonance
charge exchange, and nuclear symmetry effects. We have determined transport colli-
sion integrals for N-N, O-O, N*-N, and O+-O interactions from complete sets of
accurate potential functions derived from combined experimental and ab initio struc-
ture calculations. For the O-O case, this includes results for excited states; i.e., all
possible collisions involving O(3p), O(1D), and O(1S). Our calculated values of the
N*-N and O+-O resonance charge exchange cross section Qex agree wellwith meas-
urements from beam experiment that are available at high energies where the diffu-
sion cross section Qd satisfies Qd _ 2Qex- Tables of collision integrals and plots of
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and diffusion coefficients that are needed to determine
the transport properties of high temperature air are presented.
Work supported in part by Cooperative Agreement NCC 2-387 from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration {NASA} to the Universities Space Reseaxch Association (USRA).
Copyright © American Institute of Aeronautics and
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I. INTRODUCTION
Transport properties involving high temperature air are of increasing importance. In
particular, they are needed for a real gas analysis of the nonequilibrium shock layer
flows about Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles (AOTV's) during their aerobrak-
ing maneuvers at high altitudes in the earth's atmosphere and for design studies of
the National Aerospace Plane (NASP).
The determination of transport properties requires knowledge of the potential energy
curves for the various interacting species. Existing calculations have, by and large,
been based on incomplete potential information; i.e., generally only the RKR
(Rydberg-Klein-Rees) curves near the well minimum for a few bound states and often
meager potential data on the higher lying molecular states. Furthermore, the method
of calculation of the transport properties was based upon fitting the potential data by
adjusting the parameters of an assumed analytical form (e.g., Morse potential). Such
analytical forms fail to exhibit the correct long-range interaction potential. These
various omissions and approximations limit the reliability of previously computed
transport properties.
The present work incorporates three major improvements: accurate representation of
the interaction curves for a very large set of interacting atomic and ionic species, use
of spline curves to fit the available potential data with no a priori constraints as to
the functional form, and incorporation of certain quantum effects. We have carefully
combined the available experimental data with interaction energies obtained from ab
initio structure calculations to construct the best representation of all the potential
curves for O-O, N-N, N+-N, and O+-O when the collision partners are in their
ground states. In addition, we have included the excited states of O-O to allow the
assessment of their contribution to transport properties under nonequilibrium condi-
tions. In all cases the long-range interactions were also correctly represented to cover
the entire range of separations necessary for the accurate calculation of transport pro-
perties.
The potential data was constructed from complete sets of accurate ab fnftfo calcula-
tions. For example, our computed potential curves for N+-N, and O+-O interactions
[1] agree to within 0.2 eV with the RKR curves in the region of the potential
minimum. Our calculated long range potential energies have been applied to deter-
mine resonance charge exchange cross sections [2] that agree well with the
N+-N, and O+-O cross sections measured by beam experiments. In the case of
N+-N interactions we have found that potentials which were previously thought to be
entirely repulsive, were instead, in fact, bound [3], and hence could affect the predicted
transport properties. Our calculation of complete sets of accurate ion-atom potential
energy curves for the N+-N, and O+-O interactions permits the determination of
reliable transport properties for these species for the first time.
A second feature of the present work is the use of our new computer code, "SKATR"
that enables the calculation of collision integrals for a broad range of scattering condi-
tions from the actual potential energy as specified by a discrete set of data points,
rather than approximate analytical fits. The program is structured to fit a spline
curve through the discrete data and subsequently to join smoothly with a correct
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specification of the long-range interaction. The program also incorporates the quan-
tum mechanical effects of the semiclassical formulation described below.
We have replaced the non-physical singularity of the classical deflection function at
the potential energy barrier maximum by a uniform phase shift approximation due to
Stallcop [4], which includes the quantum effects of barrier tunneling and resonance
scattering arising from the metastable energy levels of the inner well. Other quantum
mechanical behaviour taken into account by our approach includes resonance charge
exchange, which dominates the like ion-atom diffusion process at high energies, and
nuclear symmetry effects which are significant at low energies. Application of the
semiclassical approximation should yield accurate cross sections even at low collision
energies. This prepares a foundation for future studies involving very light collision
partners such as hydrogen (important for the propulsion system of the NASP).
Furthermore, the semiclassical approach allows us to calibrate the accuracy of the
classical method (which requires much less computation) and to ascertain its range of
applicability.
The mathematical formulation including the semiclassical approximation is described
in Section II. In Section III, we present the details of the construction of the accurate
interaction curves used as input. A brief description of the SKATR program is
presented in Section IV. The calculated results are shown and discussed in Section V,
followed by concluding remarks and observations in Section VI.
II. METHOD
According to Chapman-Enskog theory [5], the transport properties of a dilute gas can
be expressed in terms of the transport collision integrals,
oo
az_n,s (T) = F(n,s) 0fe-X'x zs+3 Qn (kTx2) dx, (1)
where F(n,s) = 4(n+1)
zr(s+l) ! [2n+l-(-1)n] '
k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, a is the hard sphere collision diam-
eter, and a2_ is the mean collision integral.
For a gas mixture to first order, or a pure gas to second order, the transport collision
integrals required are: a2_1,1, a2_1,2, a2_1,3, _r2_1,4, a2_1,$, O'2_2,2, _2_'2,3, O'2_2,4, and
[61.
For example, for a pure gas to first order,
Viscosity: r] = 2.6693x10 -s (MT)_ -1 -1
o a ,2(W ) , g cm sec
Thermal Conductivity: _ = 0.19891
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(T/M)_ mcal cm -1 see -1 K -1
a212--2,z(T) '
Self-diffusion Coefficient: D = 2.628x10 -3 (Ta/M)_ , cm z sec -1
pa2_l,l(T)
where M is the molecular weight in g/mole, az-_ is in square Angstroms, T is the Kel-
vin temperature, and p is the pressure in atmospheres.
For a gas mixture, the corresponding diffusion coefficient becomes
Binary Diffusion Coefficient:
where # =
MiMj
M i + Mj
Dij = 2.628x10 -3 (T3/2#) _
po2HI,I(T)
cm 2 sec -1
The pure gas viscosities, thermal conductivities, and diffusion coefficients can be used
together with the binary diffusion coefficient and species concentrations to determine
the viscosity and thermal conductivity of a gas mixture, such as air. These resultant
transport properties may then be used as inputs to vehicle flow field calculations.
The evaluation of the collision integrals of Equation (1) requires knowledge of the col-
lision cross sections Qn (E) for a broad range of values of the parameter, E. These
cross sections can be calculated from classical scattering theory or determined from
quantum mechanical scattering phase shifts. At high energies, the classical scattering
approximation is valid and the cross sections may be evaluated from
oo
Qn (E) = 2r of b(1-cosnx) db, where (2)
oo
f dr
X = _r - 2b r2F(r)
rt
In these equations, b is the impact parameter and X is the angle of deflection (See Fig-
ure 1); r t is the classical "turning point", the largest root of
b2
F(r) _---- 1 -- V(r) -----4" = O,
E r"
and V(r) is the interaction energy of the collision partners.
4trajectory of pa
impact parameter, b ,""
js _
t / _"Xs J
J
scattering center
Figure 1. Scattering Geometry
The corresponding quantum theory expressions for the transport cross sections, Qn,
for ion-atom collisions are shown below [7]:
(_1)2, _-AQn = [Q+ + Qn--]+ 2(2s + 1) [Q+ - Qn-], (4)
where A = 0, 1, 2, .... for the E; II, A, ...etc., states,
1 for nitrogen,and s is the nuclear spin, e.g., s = 0 for oxygen.
For odd values of n,
Q+ = "_- _,o,,>O
(Sa)
Qn- = -_- _ qeven(g,u; v) + Qoda(u,g; v)
_'.a,l> 0
(Sb)
and, for evenvalues of n,
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Qj = "_ )_n]_ Qeven(g,g;/l) + Qodd(U,U;_,)
Ve,._>O
(6a)
4_ n [Qn- - k2 _] Qodd(g,g; u) + Qeven(U,U;U)
v.,,.o>O
(6b)
where,
O0
IQeven(g,u;v) = _] an_ sin2(rllg+v - r/l u)
I_vea
Qodd(g,u;u) = _ a/v sin2(rllg+v- r//u)
load
In these expressions, g and u refer to the gerade and ungerade states respectively, and
l is the angular momentum quantum number.
The coefficients anlv are determined by recursion from
(2/+ 1) xn Pt(x) =
n
E anI-Pl+v(x)
V = --n
where Pt(x) are the Legendre Polynomials [8]. The charge exchange cross section is
given by
qex - 47,k_ _ (2t4+ x) sin2(_? _ _?) _ (7)
1=0
The transport cross sections for neutral atom-atom collisions were calculated from
n oo
_ 4_r 1
Qn k2 _ _ any sin2(_Ii+v-_l), (8)
u>0 1=0
even }where the allowed values of v are odd according to the even or odd parity of n.
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At high energies, the scattering phase shifts _?t are approximated by the JWKB for-
m_la_
T= G(r) dr - 1-- 7- dr (9)
The lower limit r 3 of the first integral is the largest root of
G(R) = 1 V(R) #_
E R2 = 0.
In Equation 9, # = (l + '/..)/k can be identified with the classical impact parameter b.
At low energies, we apply a semiclassical method that accounts for tunnelling through
the barrier of the effective potential energy (see Fig. 2). The uniform phase shift
approximation developed by Stallcop [4] also accounts for resonance scattering associ-
ated with metastable energy levels of the inner potential well and virtual energy levels
above the barrier minimum.
"r' 1___)"..........._3_
bound energy ieve!seffective
potential
Eb 2
7.2
radialdistance,7.
Figure 2. Effective Potential Energy, v,
For energy levels below the barrier,
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{ _¢/1 + e -2(I + r) --1 _ wherer/= r/jwk b q- p -1- arctan _/1 q- e -2(I + r) q-1
tan(¢ + P) J
 --0.5 rgr/  iI/ i lnri
_r 27r ezr
27r e_-
¢=k
r2
f [G(r)]_dr,
rl
r$
I=kf IG(r) l_dr,
r2
and rl,r2,r 3 are the ordered roots of G(r)=0.
For energy levels above the barrier, there is only one root, rl, and r/takes the form
{ sin2(¢+p) }, wherenow,r] = g/jwkb -[- 2p --arctan V/I + e -zI + cos 2(¢ + p)
rm
¢ = k f [G(r)l_dr,
rl
, and
!
I - -Trk / G
r_rm
The quantity r=r m specifies the position of the barrier maximum. The expression for I
is based on a local parabolic expansion near the barrier maximum.
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III. SOURCES OF INTERACTION ENERGY DATA
The interaction energies (which correspond to the potential energy curves of the vari-
ous states of the molecules formed from the colliding atom-atom or ion-atom pairs)
are needed as input to determine the transport cross sections. We have combined
experimental data with the results of ab initio molecular structure calculations to
obtain the best representation of the true interaction energies.
For example, where available we have used experimental data such as the measured
dissociation energy [12] and RKR turning points to represent the potential in the
region of the well minimum. Ab initio molecular structure potential calculations were
used to extend the experimental data to the adjoining regions by adjusting the ab ini-
tio results to agree with the experimental data. Since electron exchange interactions
dominate in this region (i.e., the potential energy behaves roughly like an exponential
function V o e-aR), the adjustments were made in such a way as to preserve the value
of the shielding parameter, a. For small R, where the potential curves are steep, we
have shifted the ab initio potentials by AR, the difference between the calculated and
measured equilibrium separation distance R e. Since the measured and calculated
values of the potential curves are in good agreement (e.g., Ref. [1]), the transport
cross sections are not very sensitive to the manner of adjusting the ab initio results to
be compatible with the measured data.
The ab initio interaction curves have been extended by a proper form of the long
range potential interaction. For the neutral atom-atom interactions, such as N-N and
O-O, we use the potential form -C6R -6 . The ion-atom N+-N interaction exhibits
the charge-induced dipole force -l/2aR -4 , whereas the O+-O interaction behaves like
a charge-quadrupole potential I/2QM R-3. The quadrupole moment QM is negative for
E state interactions, but is positive for II states [13 I. The values of the parameters
C 6 , cr and QM have been determined either from the ab initio results at large R or
taken directly from other approximations to the Schroedinger equation such as pertur-
bation expansions [14].
We now describe in detail the source of all the potential curves; we begin with N-N.
The potential wells of the bound states X1Gg + and A3G + of N 2 were obtained from
RKR data [15,16]. Additional potential information for these states and also for the
s]Eg+ state was derived from the configuration interaction studies of Ermler, McLean
and Mulliken [17]. The repulsive region of the ground state XIGg + was extended to
small R with the help of the generalized valence bond calculations of Dunning, Cart-
wright, Hunt, Hay and Bobrowicz [18] and Guberman [19]. The SZg+ potential was
extended to large R with the MC-SCF results of Krauss and Neumann [20]. The 7Z_+
state potential has been computed accurately by Partridge, Langhoff and Bauschlicher
[21]; these results have been extended to smaller R by adjusting the SCF potential
determined by Ferrante and Stwalley [22]. The long range calculations of [21]
strongly support the value of the dispersion coefficient deduced by Zeiss and Meath
[14]; consequently, we have used their values for all the long range N-N interactions.
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The sources of the O-O interactions will be describednext. Saxon and Liu [23] have
performed configuration interaction calculations for the 62 electronic states of Oz that
dissociate into O atoms in their lowest 3p, 1D, and 1S states. We find that the values
of C s deduced from their large R results are consistent with those of Neumann and
Krauss [24]. The Saxon and Liu results have been used directly for collisions involving
excited state atoms. For ground state 0-O interactions we have made the following
modifications to the Saxon and Liu curves. The potential wells of the
X3_g -, alAg, bl_; , and the A3E + states of 02 have been determined from RKR
data [25]. Spectroscopic data for the other two bound states were used to determine
the parameters of an HH potential function [26,27]. The ab initio results were then
adjusted to the curve obtained from this potential fit in the region of the well
minimum in the same manner described above for the RKR curves.
In addition, we have included corrections for some Rydberg states and shifted energies
at small R to give better agreement with electron scattering measurements. The Ryd-
berg character of the 3H u state at small R has been taken into account using the
potentials calculated by Buenker and Peyerimhoff [28] and Guberman and Dalgarno
[29]. Similarly, Rydberg corrections to the 3Hg and 1Hg states have been taken from
Saxon and Liu [30,31]. Furthermore, the potential curves of the 3IIu, and 3Hg states
have been shifted at small R to be consistent with the potentials deduced from elec-
tron scattering measurements [32,33,34].
Our calculations of the N+-N interaction curves using a CASSCF method has been
described previously [1,2,3]. Primarily the results from the large basis set [2] have
been used for the transport calculations of this work. We have, however, augmented
the data from this large basis set with additional data points deduced from the small
basis set calculations. This was accomplished by shifting the energies of the small
basis set by an amount determined by a parabolic interpolation of the energy differ-
ences between the two basis sets. These additional data points are especially useful in
the regions of the potential wells and avoided crossings.
The wells of the bound states X2IEg +, A2Hu, and 2Hg were obtained from RKR data
[25]. The potential curve extracted from spectroscopic data by Hajj [35] was used for
the B2IE + state well region.
Our calculated potentials for the O+-O interactions are shown in paper [1]. We have
modified these curves with RKR data for the bound states X2Hg, A2Hu, and a4IIu.
The long range quadrupole parameter QM was obtained from the calculated energies
at large R after first subtracting the single electron exchange contribution [2].
A summary listing of all the states for which we calculated transport cross sections is
shown in Table 1. The weights shown following the state designations represent the
degree of degeneracy (multiplicity) of that state and must be considered in the deter-
mination of mean collision cross sections. The potentials employed are contained in a
report [36] which is available upon request.
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Table 1. LISTING OF STATES ANALYZED
O-O STATES (WEIGHTS)
GROUND EXCITED
O(3p)-o('s) O('D)-O('S) O('S)-O('S)O(3p)-o(3p) O(3p)-O(1D) O('D)-O('D)
bl_; (i) B3E((a) 21_u(i)
c'Z.-(1) _s/(3) 3IE.-(1)
2'r_[ (1) 23s.-
X3Eg - (3)
A3r_.+ (3)
2zE: (3)
Sr_u-(5)
lS_[ (5)
2_r_[ (5)
llIIg (2)
llIIu
13]-Ig
(2)
(6)
iZnu(6)
5IIg (i0)
_n.(lO)
aIAg (2)
C_u (6)
%_ (lO)
23Eg -
33E +
33Eg -
23IIg
23Iiu
33IIg
33rIu
43l-[g
43]-[u
13Ag
23Ag
23Au
33Ag
3(I)g
3_ u
(3) 3'r,/(1)
(3) 4'E + (1)
(3) 5'E} (1)
(3) 21Hg (2)
(6) 2'nu(2)
(6) 31IIg (2)
(6) 31IIu (2)
(6) ilAg
(6) 2'_
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Figure 3 is a plot of the potential curves of the 18 states of O 2 that dissociate into
oxygen atoms in the 3p state. The discrete data points are shown along with the
resulting spline fit. The corresponding curves for N-N, O+-O, and N+-N for dissocia-
tion into ground state ion-atom pairs are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the spline fits to the discrete data for O-O in their lowest states as well
as the five excited states. (The discrete data points used to generate these plots have
been omitted for clarity.)
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IV. THE SKATR COMPUTER PROGRAM
The SKATR program fits a spline curve to the discrete potential data and accepts any
long range interactions of the general form
A3 A4 A5 A6
V(R) = A1Rne -A'R + + + + -R--/-.
For small values of R, the program determines the parameters of an exponential func-
tion to agree with the spline fit and the first derivative of the spline at the beginning
of the discrete potential data. A typical input data set is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Potential Data for O-O State X 3_g--
R (ao) V(R) (a.u.)
1.54700
1.58700
1.62700
1.67700
1.71700
1.74700
1.84740
1.87710
1.91560
1.96850
2.03840
2.13O20
2.28195
2.47160
2.64110
2.81890
3.00070
3.17940
3.36410
3.40000
3.60000
3.80000
4.00000
4.50000
5.00000
5.50000
6.00000
6.50000
7.00000
0.36800
0.29400
0.22100
0.14700
0.07400
0.02825
-0.05864
-0.08165
-0.10686
-0.13417
-0.16021
-0.18084
-0.19151
-0.18084
-0.16021
-0.13417
-0.10686
-0.08165
-0.05864
-0.05456
-0.03560
:0.02141
-0.01222
-0.00333
-0.00145
-0.00078
-0.00047
-0.00030
-0.00019
FOR R<1.547, V(R) = 893.31 e (-s'°3ssR)
FOR R>7.000, V(R) = -401.9 e {-2"6°°2R) - .22.0
R 6
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The SKATR program usesthe interaction potential to determine the effective poten-
tial,
(/+'/2)2E
Vo(R)=V(R) + k2R2 ,
for increasing values of the angular momentum quantum number I. The maxima and
minima of the effective potential are located and the turning points are determined for
a large set of energies. This permits the phase shifts to be evaluated using the
appropriate semiclassical formulas. The process is continued until the running sum
for determining the collision cross sections satisfies a convergence criterion.
Numerous tests were conducted to validate the code including those described below.
Check on r/jwkb; Cohen [9] reports the results of accurate calculations of r/jwkb/kr e
for a variety of potential functions and various energies. The values reported by
Cohen have a stated accuracy of five decimal places. For the Morse potential,
V(r)= De[e -2a(r-r'} - 2e -a(r-r')]
with ar e = 3, D e = 0.324, and r e = 2.12, six cases were compared corresponding to
E/D e =0.01 and 0.8 with fl/r e = 0.25, 1.00, 1.50. It was found that our results agreed
precisely with those of Cohen to five decimal places.
Check on Qa; Equation (2) is applicable at high energies and the SKATR program
can be applied at all energies (although it is quite inefficient to do so when the quan-
tum effects are negligible). For the Morse potential (given above) and E>0.15 a.u., the
energy is above the barrier of the effective potential (see Figure 2). Table 3 shows the
results of the SKATR program compared with the classical results for the collision
cross sections. (The mass of each collision partner was taken to be equal to that of
nitrogen.) The values of the cross sections listed are obtained from Equation (2)
using a code developed by Galant [10] and d_is the difference between the classical and
the quantum mechanical results. As the energy increases, the corrections become less
significant as expected.
Table 3. Comparison With Classical Calculation
E (a.u.) Q1 d_l Q2 d_2 Q3 _3
0.15
0.25
0.50
0.80
59.67
39.56
17.41
11.14
7.2 (-2)
3.8 (-4)
1.8 (-4)
-s.o (-6)
40.07
38.12
21.72
12.97
-3.7 (-2)
-5.7 (-3)
1.5 (-4)
1.2 (-4)
65.74
47.17
28.82
17.97
8.5 (-3)
-3.2 (-3)
-1.0 (-3)
-1.6 (-4)
Successful tests of Qn were also done using a Lennard-Jones potential of the form,
V(r) = 4 D e (r -12 - r -6) and comparing the results with O'Hara and Smith [11].
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V. RESULTS
Principal results along with selected illustrative examples of intermediate results are
presented in this section. A complete tabulation is contained in a report [36]. Using
the input data set shown in Table 1, we evaluated the semiclassical equations to deter-
mine the phase shifts and subsequently the collision cross sections Q1, Qz, and Q3-
Since the Qn are needed as functions of energy for the subsequent evaluation of the
collision integrals (Eqn. (1)), this evaluation was done for a set of 40 E values from
10 _4 a.u. to 1.90 a.u. For each of the higher energy cases, the program typically
required about 1500-2000 values of the angular momentum quantum number to
assure convergence of the infinite summation of Equation (8) to five significant fig-
ures. For very low energies, about 500 values of l were typically required for conver-
gence. The running time on the Cray XMP-4/8 for the entire set of 40 energy values
(corresponding to _ 40,000 phase shifts r/t) was about two minutes for each state. A
small subset of the results is shown in Table 4; the cross sections Qn are expressed in
units of ao2, where a o is the Bohr radius.
TABLE 4. COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS FOR O-O STATE X 3Zg-
E (a.u.) Q1 Q2 Q3
150 (-0)
500 (-1)
1.00 (-1)
500 (-2)
100 (-2)
5.00 (-3)
1.oo(-3)
6.521 (+0)
1.291 (+1)
4.319 (+1)
4.680 (+1)
5.642 (+1)
7.856 (+1)
1.349 (+2)
6.470(+0)
1.477(+1)
2.980(+1)
3.433(+1)
4.721(+1)
5.854(+1)
1.o26(+2)
8.860(+0)
2.012 :+1)
4.748 i+1)
5.226 (+1)
6.629 (+1)
9.104(+1)
1.591(+2)
In order to obtain the mean collision integrals for O(3p) + O(3p) collisions, each of
the 18 states listed in the first column of Table 1 was processed as described above
and combined according to their degree of degeneracy to yield weighted mean collision
cross sections Qn. A sample of the results is shown in Table 5 and in graphical form
in Figure 8. It was also of interest to investigate the contribution of each of the states
to the mean collision cross sections. Table 6 shows the contribution of each
O(3p)-o(3p) state to the mean cross section Q1- Similar tables were prepared for the
mean values of Q2, and Q3, and the process was repeated for all the excited states of
Table 1. The results emphasize that the high spin, largely repulsive states are
extremely important contributors to the collision cross-sections and hence to the tran-
sport properties.
For like ion-atom collisions such as N+-N, the phase shifts for each gerade and
ungerade pair of states are combined to determine the cross sections according to
Eqs.(4)-(7). Table 7 illustrates a sample of the resulting cross sections for an N+-N
interaction. Note that Q1 and Q3 approach a value 2Qe x at high energies as expected;
at low energies where the induced dipole polarization force becomes important, this
simple relationship is no longer valid.
TABLE 5. MEAN O(_P)-O(3P) CROSS SECTIONS
E (a.u.) MEAN Q1 MEAN Qz MEAN Q3
1.5o
5.00 (-1)
1.00 (-1)
5.00(-2)
1.00 (-2)
5.00(-3)
i.00 (-3)
8.3843
1.6288 (+1)
3.1451 (+1)
3.9492(+1)
6.1801 (+1)
7.5134(+1)
1.1891 (+2)
9.8475
1.5755 (+1)
2.7872 (+1)
3.3994 (+ 1)
5.2321(+1)
6.1451(+1)
9.9196(+1)
1.2629(+1)
2.1214(+1)
3.8382(+1)
4.6898(+1)
7.2494(+1)
8.7187(+1)
1.4o22(+2)
TABLE 6. CONTRIBUTION (%) OF EACH O(SP)-O(3P)
STATE TO WEIGHTED MEAN QI
ENERGY (a.u.)STATE WT.
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TABLE 7. COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS
FOR N+(3p)-N(4S °) PAIR ['Sg + , '_u +]
E (a.u.) Q, Q_ Q3 Qex
0.5
0.15
0.05
0.005
0.0005
3.2129(+2)
3.7586(+2)
4.2311(+2)
5.5623(+2)
8.4220(+2)
1.1953(+1)
3.S853(+1)
6.3146(+1)
1.7158(+2)
4.4297(+2)
3.2096 (+2)
3.7606(+2)
4.2401 (+2)
5.5643(+2)
s.7678 (+2)
1.5992(+2)
1.8772(+2)
2.os15 (+2)
2.6724(+2)
3.5775(+2)
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Figure 8. Mean Transport Cross Sections, O(:P)-O(sp}
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The resonance charge exchange cross sections have been determined with the present
code and the results are displayed in Figure 9 along with the asymptotic approxima-
tion of Stallcop and Partridge [2] and available measured data from beam experiments
[37,38]. Both the present "exact" results and prior approximate theoretical values
agree with the measured data to within the experimental uncertainty. Hence, the
present calculations give further support to the reliability of our calculated values of
the long-range ion-atom interaction. Furthermore, a comparison of theoretical and
experimental values provides a means to assess the contribution of excited state
interactions. This contribution is expected to become appreciable at high energies;
however, the results displayed in Figure 9 indicate it is small for the range of energies
of the present work.
Some principal results of the present study are summarized in Tables 8-11, which
show the nine collision integrals (in units of square Angstroms=10 -16 cm 2) needed for
the determination of the transport properties of a pure gas to second order or a gas
mixture to first order. These tables represent the ground state O-O, N-N, O+-O, and
N+-N collision integrals, respectively for temperatures ranging from 250 to 100,000
K. Similar results for the excited state O-O collisions are contained in report [36].
The discrete data points were typically available only for a range of R from about 1.5
to 10.0. Outside of this range, analytic extensions to the data were used. Experi-
ments varying the short range extrapolation showed that the final results (for both
the collision cross sections as well as the collision integrals) were relatively insensitive
to the specific extrapolations for small R. Similar experiments for the long range
extrapolation showed quite different results. Both the functional form as well as the
particular parameters selected within a functional form had a significant effect on the
collision cross sections for small values of the energy (e.g., energies below _0.001 a.u.).
Furthermore, as can be seen from Figures 4-7, several potential curves exhibit poten-
tial barriers arising from avoided crossings of potential curves of other states with the
same symmetry. For some states, the combination of this maximum and a well in the
potential curve introduced a double barrier in the effective potential energy for low
energy collisions. The resonance effects are expected to be small in this case for the
scattering conditions of the present study. Consequently, a barrier treatment of the
type described in Section II was not applied. The phase shifts were simply determined
from the JWKB approximation. (This is equivalent to considering the region inside
the outermost turning point to be inaccessible, as in a classical mechanics treatment.)
In view of the above considerations, some of the cross sections at low energies may not
be accurate because of uncertainties in the long range interaction energies for some
states and our approximate treatment of the double barrier cases. However, the effect
of these possible low energy cross section errors on the collision integrals is sharply
diminished by the presence of the factor x 2s+3 in Equation (1).
Similarly, the uncertainty in the tabulated values of the collision integrals due to
extrapolation of the potential data at small R should not be significant for two rea-
sons. In the first place, the scattering from the repulsive walls of inner low lying
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states does not contribute to the collision integrals as heavily as the contributions
from the high spin upper states. Secondly, although such extrapolations of the repul-
sive wall may introduce uncertainties in the cross sections at high energies, the effect
on the collision integrals is diminished due to the factor e -x' in Eqn. (1).
Several collision integrals showing the interaction of oxygen atoms have been plotted
in Figures 10, 11 and 12. The collision integrals a2_(1,1)and a2_(2,2) for the
interaction of oxygen atoms in their ground state from Table 8 are shown in Figure
10. These curves are compared with our calculated results for interactions involving
excited state atoms in Figures 11 and 12. Note that the results for the O(IS)-O(1S)
and O(1D)-O(1S) states clearly exhibit the high temperature trend expected of
excited states. Since atoms in the excited state are "bigger", i.e., the outer electrons
are further away from the nucleus, one expects that the interaction energy is larger
and a2_" would increase with excitation energy. However, Figures 11 and 12 show
that the values of a2_ for other excited state interactions do not all follow this trend.
Part of this behavior is explained by the tendency of the repulsive wall of the poten-
tial curve to be pushed to smaller R by curve crossing interactions. This results in
smaller values of the collision integrals. Note also that the collision integrals of the
O(_S)-O(1S) interaction are small at low temperatures. This is expected because of
the repulsive non-bonding nature of the interaction at large separation distances.
We conclude our discussion of the results by displaying some plots of transport quan-
tities that may be obtained readily from the tabulated values of the collision integrals.
The viscosity for a gas of oxygen atoms in their ground states is shown in Figure 13.
As can be seen by comparing Tables 8 and 9, the corresponding values for nitrogen
are very close to these results. The thermal conductivity and self-diffusion coefficient
of these two gases are compared in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The binary diffu-
sion coefficient for an N+-N mixture and for an O+-O mixture are also shown in Fig-
ure 15. Note that the ion-atom curves lie considerably above the atom-atom curves;
this is due to the fact that resonance charge exchange is an important mechanism for
charge diffusion. The transport quantities shown in Figures 13-15 can be used as
input for the determination of transport properties of mixtures such as that occuring
in high temperature air.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have developed a general method to permit a direct determination of transport
collision cross sections from discrete potential data, rather than less reliable fits to
analytical potential functions. Our semiclassical methods account for quantum
mechanical effects such as resonance charge exchange, which is important at high tem-
peratures, without the use of ad-hoc assumptions. The code can accomodate the case
of multiple turning points; e.g., when the potential energy exhibits barriers which can
arise from the non-crossing of potential curves for states of like symmetry (avoided
crossings).
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